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Test-Driven Development with Python: Obey the Testing Goat: Using Django, Selenium, and JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2017

	
		By taking you through the development of a real web application from beginning to end, the second edition of this hands-on guide demonstrates the practical advantages of test-driven development (TDD) with Python. You’ll learn how to write and run tests before building each part of your app, and then develop the minimum...
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Practical Linux InfrastructureApress, 2014

	Practical Linux Infrastructure teaches you how to use the best open source tools to build a new Linux infrastructure, or alter an existing infrastructure, to ensure it stands up to enterprise-level needs. Each chapter covers a key area of implementation, with clear examples and step-by-step instructions.

...
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Git for Teams: A User-Centered Approach to Creating Efficient Workflows in GitO'Reilly, 2015

	
		You can do more with Git than just build software. This practical guide delivers a unique people-first approach to version control that also explains how using Git as a focal point can help your team work better together. You’ll learn how to plan and pursue a Git workflow that not only ensures that you accomplish project goals,...
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Learn Robotics Programming: Build and control autonomous robots using Raspberry Pi 3 and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Gain experience of building a next-generation collaboration robot

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the fundamentals of robotic programming
	
			Program a robot using Python and the Raspberry Pi 3
	
			Learn to build a smart robot with interactive and AI-enabled...
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Pro GitApress, 2009

	In April 2005, Linus Torvalds published the very first version of Git, the distributed version control system that is the topic of this book, and started managing the Linux kernel project with it.

	

	Countless online pages have been written about Git by third parties since then, but many of them are unfortunately...
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Hands-On Kubernetes on Azure: Run your applications securely and at scale on the most widely adopted orchestration platformPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Efficiently deploy and manage Kubernetes clusters on a cloud

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy highly scalable applications with Kubernetes on Azure
	
			Leverage AKS to deploy, manage, and operations of Kubernetes
	
			Gain best practices from this guide to increase efficiency...
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The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7Apress, 2011

	Drupal is a great content management system, a powerful framework for web applications, and a cutting
	edge social publishing platform. Above all, Drupal is more than software—it is a vibrant community of
	developers, designers, project managers, business innovators, technology strategists, user experience
	professionals, standards...
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Drupal 7 Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	This book is a hands-on, example-driven guide to programming Drupal websites. Discover a number of new features for Drupal 7 through practical and interesting examples while building a fully functional recipe sharing website. Learn about web content management, multi-media integration, and new features for developers in Drupal 7.

	...
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Docker on Windows: From 101 to production with Docker on Windows, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to run new and old applications in Docker containers on Windows - modernizing the architecture, improving security and maximizing efficiency. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Run .NET Framework and .NET Core apps in Docker containers for efficiency, security and portability
	
			Design...
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Git MagicCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Git is a version control Swiss army knife. A reliable versatile multipurpose revision control tool whose extraordinary flexibility makes it tricky to learn, let alone master. As Arthur C. Clarke observed, any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. This is a great way to approach Git: newbies can ignore its inner...
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Learning Node.js Development: Learn the fundamentals of Node.js, and deploy and test Node.js applications on the webPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive, easy-to-follow guide to creating complete Node apps and understanding how to build, deploy, and test your own apps.

	
		Key Features

		
			Entirely project-based and practical
	
			Explains the "Why" of Node.js features, not just the "how", providing...
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Learn to Program with Minecraft Plugins: Create Flaming Cows in Java Using CanaryModPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	The first edition of this book used the Bukkit modding server and library, which was taken down due to a legal dispute in September 2014. This new edition has been completely revised to replace Bukkit with the CanaryMod library.

	

	The bestselling, kid-tested book for Minecraft is now updated for CanaryMod! Write your own...
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